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To have a rst look at a eld’s situation during the war, aerial 
photographs, trench maps and the digital elevation model 
(Lidar) are used in a primary phase. War traces are digitized 
and used for the next step in the workow.
In order to verify if war traces are still present beneath the
surface, geophysical scans are carried out. Those techniques
are ‘non-invasive’.  This approach completes the RSA to nd 
war traces.
Traces
Step 3
Results
Workow of the interdisciplinary approach
ca. 24.000 aerial WWI-
photographs digitised 
and georeferenced
1.501 km2 already
studied
photo-interpretation 
(5000 km trenches, 235.500 
polygons, ...)
Main source of information: Aerial photographs
the WWI frontline
ECa (0 - 6.4 m) ECa (0 - 1.5 m) MSa (0 - 0.8 m) +
Magnetometry
ECa (0 - 0.5 m)
Example: Soil Apparent Electrical Conductivity (ECa) and magnetometry
War traces detected by GSS and RSA are fed back to 
the evolution of the landscape. Why are in some 
areas war traces better preserved than in others? 
What’s the inuence of the war on the land use? 
Dierent scenarios of landscape evolution are 
calculated and linked to the war traces today.
Situation 1918 (Kemmel) Situation 1940 (Kemmel)
Main source of information: Aerial photographs
Mapped situation 1940 (Kemmel)Mapped situation 1918 (Kemmel)
Analyses: - land use and linear structures (before WWI, during WWI, after WWI, present)
- witnessing elements from WWI in the present landscape
- amount of changes in the landscape and time depth 
- network analysis military roads, telephone cables, ... (dierences between the countries, evolution network)
- toponymy and trench maps
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Conclusion
A lot of elements in the landscape 
are preserved or reconstructed and 
tell the story of the Great War. In the 
highly dynamic landscape the best 
conserved relicts are in ancient and 
stable land uses (especially pasture
and woodland). By means of an inter-
disciplinary approach it is possible to
characterise the buried heritage in 
a new way.
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During the Great War the impact on the landscape in the Western part of Belgium alongside
the front line was enormous. In spite of an increase in World War I-related excavations and 
inventories of war relics, little is known about the exact nature and extent of the buried heritage 
from research on a landscape scale. This project combines archaeological research with soil 
sensing and landscape analysis to acquire the archaeological preservation of  WWI heritage. 
The main question is: “How can we characterise the buried heritage of a former war zone 
within the present landscape using a non-invasive methodology?”.  As result we aim an 
interactive cartographic assessment model that represents the possible presence of remains 
of the war, taking into account as much as parameters as possible. 
Methodology
- change in land use (before 1914 - 
   present)
- military impact (trajectories)
- electro magnetic induction
- ground penetrating radar
- magnetometry
- aerial photographs
- trench maps
- digital elevation model (Lidar)
Survey of pre-WWI landscape (LA)
Survey of WWI landscape (LA)
Inventory and analysis of WWI aerial images (RSA)
Spatial analysis (RSA)
Typochronical research (RSA)
Present landscape and change analysis (LA)
Visual assessment of WWI landscape (LA)
What remains in the surface? (GSS)
Which type of features can be detected? (GSS)
Which methods are most suitable to detect dierent features? (GSS)
Ground truthing of WWI remains (GSS + RSA)
How was the landscape rebuild and reconstructed 
after WWI? (LA)
Present
After WWI
1914 -1918
Prior WWI
Interactive 
cartographic 
assessment
 model and
valuation maps
LA = Landscape Analysis
RSA = Remote Sensing Archaeology
GSS = Geophysical Soil Sensing
Link between the
present situation and the past
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Research area
The study area covers the entire 
Western Front on the Belgian territory,
from the North Sea coast to the 
French border, and including both 
the Allied and German hinterland. 
Three transects were selected, covering 
three typical landscape types, each
with dierent strategic importance: 
(1) Nieuwpoort (Newport)
(2) Ieper (Ypres)
(3) Heuvelland (Mount Kemmel)
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